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TRADITION & TECHNOLOGY - PRESERVING THE BALANCE

• Background

• The Yardage Race Era

• The Arrival of the Power Game

• Distance Insights Project

• Reconciling Facts with Perceptions

• The Game As We See It

Tradition and technology is a subject that 
affects everyone who plays golf, and all of 
us who have a passion for the game. The 
following slides will provide an overview of 
the evolving balance between the 
advancement of the game and its 
enduring origins.

We will share background on this deep-
rooted and timeless debate and cover the 
contributing variables. We will address the 
current state of the game and the 
initiatives related to distance by the USGA 
and R&A. We will also reconcile some of 
the available facts against perceptions, 
and discuss Titleist’s views on each of 
these issues.
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STATE OF THE GAME

• Technology has always been and continues to be 
a positive force in golf

• The game is on solid footing 

• Surge in interest and participation

• Newcomers are younger and more diverse

• Golf’s entertainment value is booming

• New era of opportunity
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TRADITION & TECHNOLOGY – HOW DID WE GET HERE
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To understand the changes in how the game is played, it’s important to first understand how 
the game of golf has grown – and how the game of golf is now the business of golf.

ERA GROWTH GOLFERS COURSES SPEND ($USD)

1950

The beginning of the new decade post-World War II finds 
the game with 8 million golfers playing on 10,000 golf 
courses worldwide with a discretionary income spend on 
all things golf experience related of less than $1 billion.

8M 10,100 <$1B

1980

With the creation and growth of the western middle class 
and the growth of golf in Japan – among other variables of 
period prosperity, the metrics revealed 30 million golfers, 
over 20,000 golf courses and a discretionary spend of the 
aggregate golf experience of $18-20 billion per year.

30M 20,100 $18-20B

2010

Thirty years later, it was no longer just the game of golf, it 
became the business of golf with 55 million golfers, over 
31,000 golf courses and some $75-80 billion per year 
spent on the aggregate golf experience.

55M 31,000 $75-80B

2020

Following a mostly flat decade, growth numbers surged in 
both participation and rounds played in 2020 in a way not 
seen since the turn of the century. The pandemic initiated 
unprecedented play, golfer introductions and 
reintroductions to the game, and robust spending. The 
industry has doubled in golfers and golf courses over the 
past 40 years, while more than quadrupling the worldwide 
spend.

60M 39,000 $85B



Ø One of the earliest and best examples concerning 
this debate occurred in 1849 with the fallout 
between preeminent club and featherie ball maker, 
Allan Robertson, and his apprentice, Tom Morris. 

Ø Old Tom’s refusal to renounce the guttie marked 
the dissolution of his mentor and playing 
partnership with Robertson, and underscores the 
point that during every era, there are those who 
resist evolution and change and those who 
embrace technology as part of the game’s heritage 
and enduring appeal.

Ø Nearly 60 years later, after losing a match to Harry 
Vardon in 1910, two-time Open Championship 
winner Willie Park, Jr., reacted to the rubber-core 
wound Haskell ball that would cause the demise of 
the gutta-percha, saying:

Ø “The principle topic of conversation was the 
standardization of the golf ball. When one sees the 
first hole, measuring 500 yards, driven with a drive 
and an iron shot, and 11 years ago when I made the 
course, it took two full shots and a pitch to get on 
the green, it is surely time that something was done 
to prevent golf courses from being entirely spoilt.”

Allan 
Robertson Old Tom Morris
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TRADITION & TECHNOLOGY - PRESERVING THE BALANCE

Willie Park, Jr. Harry Vardon



THE GROWTH OF THE GAME INVITES THE YARDAGE RACE

Ø Additional golfers meant a need for 
additional golf courses.

Ø Additional golf courses required 
land, capital, developers and 
architects.

Ø Developers and architects needed a 
story to market their golf courses.

Welcome to the Yardage 
Race Era
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Ø When Robert Trent Jones Sr. was 
commissioned to renovate Oakland 
Hills CC South - a 1918 original 
Donald Ross design - in anticipation 
of the 1951 U.S. Open, the game of 
golf entered the Yardage Race Era.

Ø Using, for the first time, bulldozers 
and other earth moving equipment 
that had been developed to support 
the war effort, the course is 
lengthened to 6,930 yards, par is 
reduced to 70, and 30 to 40 bunkers 
are added.

Ø A golf course that was once a 
bounce and roll Parkland architecture 
is converted to a ball in the air, carry 
to the green, diabolical design.
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THE YARDAGE RACE ERA - THE BEGINNING



Ø Fueling the Yardage Race Era, in 1966, 
Golf Digest first publishes its 
America's 200 Toughest Courses
listing with the main criteria being 
length and difficulty.

Ø 75 of the first top 200 Toughest Golf 
Courses in 1966 were over 7,000 
yards including two over 8,000 yards 
(Dubs Dread/8,101 and Runaway 
Brook/8,040 yards).

Ø Soon thereafter, golf course owners, 
developers and architects want their 
golf course to be made longer and 
more difficult in order to make the 
coveted list … and use the recognition 
for marketing purposes.

The Yardage Race Era 
is now official

October 1966
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THE YARDAGE RACE ERA



Ø Developers want golf courses with both a 
name designer and acclaimed difficulty to 
justify steep initiation fees and a premium 
attached to lot sales.

Ø Longer courses also allow for more golf 
course adjacent lots delivering greater 
profit.

Ø Professional players (Arnold Palmer, Jack 
Nicklaus, Gary Player and others) become 
golf course architects - promising clients 
they will design difficult “championship” 
courses.

Ø Players require more distance to play these 
courses, forcing technology to evolve and 
satisfy that need.

The Yardage Race Era 
leads to the need for additional distance ... 

and the need for additional distance leads to the 

Arrival of the Power Game
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MOTHER OF INVENTION
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THE YARDAGE RACE ERA – 1970’S, 80’S, 90’S, 2000’S

First Tri-Plex mowers High-performance graphite shafts
Golf ball aerodynamic 

breakthroughs Introduction of 
metalwoods

Oversized drivers First portable launch 
monitors

Arrival of golf fitness Solid Core, low spin, high 
performance golf balls
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THE ARRIVAL OF THE POWER GAME 

• Physiology & training of athletes
(bigger, stronger, faster)

• Oversize, thin face titanium drivers

• Solid core, lower spinning, high-
performance golf balls

• Improved golf course conditioning 
and agronomy

• Technique and instruction

• Launch monitors and equipment 
optimization



Ø The HealthSouth Sports Medicine Van 
debuted on Tour in 1986, providing players 
a convenient place to work out. Player 
interest was modest until the late 1990’s, 
when when the tour saw a surge in pros 
working on their strength, flexibility and 
fitness.  A second van was added in 2000, 
touching off another surge in usage.

Ø In 1986, daily visits to the PGA Tour Fitness 
Van averaged 15 visits per day. In 2005, an 
average of 80 players frequented the 
Fitness Van daily, many accompanied by 
their personal trainers. This figure does not 
include the increase in off-site workouts by 
players during tournament week.

Ø Increasingly players sought out and 
invested in personal trainers and boutique 
fitness enhancement opportunities, like the 
Titleist Performance Institute.

Ø Today, there are a total of 4 fitness vans on 
the PGA Tour and Champions Tour that 
combine to  average more than 16,000 
visits per year. 
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TOUR PLAYERS’ FITNESS INCREASES CLUB HEAD SPEED



Ø The development of steel - and then 
titanium - metal woods, allowed for an 
increase in size of driver club heads in 
the 1990’s which helped boost club 
head speed in several ways:

Ø First, thin faces of larger club heads 
produced a spring like effect that 
added yardage.

Ø Second, the drivers were more 
forgiving, enabling golfers to swing 
harder without sacrificing distance on 
off-center hits.  

Ø Lighter club heads also made longer 
shafts practical. Average driver shaft 
length advanced from 43.0” to 45.5” 
during this period.

Ø The slope of driver head size nearly 
mirrors the slope of PGA Tour Average 
Driving Distance increases.

(Source: Darrell Survey. Average size in volume of driver club heads played on PGA Tour).
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CLUB HEAD SIZE AND DRIVING DISTANCE



Ø In 2000, only 27% of PGA Tour 
players were using solid core, lower 
spinning, high performance golf 
balls. 

Ø By 2001, 84% of PGA Tour players 
had converted to solid core golf ball 
technology and by 2005, every player 
on the PGA Tour was playing a multi-
layer, solid core golf ball.

Ø This multi-layer, solid core 
construction contributed to tour 
players’ distance gains and at the 
same time, due to the media frenzy, 
exacerbated the perception of the 
golf ball as the sole cause.

Ø However, over the last 10 years, the 
average driving distance gain on the 
PGA Tour is only 3.7 yards, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of 
the equipment regulations in place 
and the Statement of Principles.

(Source: Darrell Survey, Titleist, PGA TOUR)
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LOW SPIN, HIGH PERFORMANCE GOLF BALLS 
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Ø The variable that seems to fly the 
most “under the radar” is golf 
course agronomy. Firm and fast has 
become the mantra of PGA Tour 
and Ruling Bodies.

Ø As average fairway mowing heights 
on courses hosting PGA Tour events 
has gotten shorter (as low as 3/16”) 
and tighter over the past two 
decades, the average driving 
distance has climbed.

Ø Denser grasses, better irrigation, 
modern mowers and a desire to 
manicure fairways to what had 
historically been greens standards 
have significantly contributed to the 
increase in roll conditions.

Ø In addition, rough heights have 
gradually decreased allowing more 
distance when balls roll into or land 
in the rough.
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FAIRWAY AGRONOMY
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INSTRUCTION IS UBIQUITOUS

Ø Instruction and instructors have 
become ubiquitous at all levels of the 
game, but particularly on the PGA 
TOUR.

Ø Starting with junior golf, players begin 
to assemble a team of instructors, 
trainers and sports psychologists.

Ø Using launch monitor, video and other 
technology for instruction and 
practice has also allowed players to 
fine tune their swing.

Ø Generating more club head speed 
becomes the holy grail of skill 
improvement.



Ø Launch monitor fitting technology 
has allowed players to optimize 
both ball and club for their swing, 
playing conditions and overall 
game.  

Ø At the game’s highest levels, this 
precision translates into maximizing 
their distance potential.
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LAUNCH MONITOR TECHNOLOGY



Ø In 1998, the game’s regulatory bodies took 
steps to establish a maximum of how fast the 
golf ball could leave the driver clubface.

Ø In 2002, the USGA and R&A announced their 
Statement of Principles, warning equipment 
companies that any additional advancements 
in technology would be seen as rendering an 
imbalance to the scale of skill and technology 
and mandate further regulatory intervention.

Ø Also in 2002, the maximum driver head size 
and longest length of driver were adopted.

Ø In 2003, golf ball test standards were 
updated. 

Ø In 2006, a golf club Moment of Inertia 
maximum was established. 

Ø And in 2010, both the volume and edge 
radius of golf club groove design was “rolled 
back.”

Regulatory activism in the 
past 20 years has been the 
most acute in the history of 

golf equipment administration 
and compliance 
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REGULATORY ACTIVISM 1998-2010

1998: Establishment of Driver COR Maximum (.830)

2002:  Statement of Principles (USGA/R&A)

2002:  Adoption of Driver Head Size Maximum (460cc)

2002:  Adoption of Driver Length Maximum (47”)

2003:  Adoption of Upgraded Golf Ball Test Standards

2006:  Adoption of Golf Club Moment of Inertia Maximum

2006:  Adoption to Extend COR/CT Maximum on Golf Clubs

2010:  Adoption of Limitation on Groove Volume & Edge Radius



Ø The PGA Tour experienced application of the  
S-Curve of Invention over the past decade. It 
progressed from the Breakthrough Phase 
(1996-2002), where golf equipment 
manufacturers and players refined the 
invention (first generation large headed 
titanium drivers and multi-layer, solid 
construction golf balls) for maximum benefit 
and gain.

Ø Golf experienced the Exponential Phase 
(2003-04), optimizing the distinctive benefits 
of the inventions. During this phase, a 
significant acceleration in incremental 
performance occurs for a finite period of time.

Ø For the past 16 years (2005-2021), we have 
been experiencing the final or Mature Phase of 
the S-Curve. During this phase, the limits of 
technology are reached, and the maximums of 
regulatory compliance are approached.

Ø Regardless of effort, past exponential 
improvements give way to small, if any, 
incremental advances.
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S-CURVE OF INVENTION REALITY
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REGULATORY ACTIVISM 1998-2010

“The major rules changes to equipment 
recently – in the last decade or so from 
1998 to 2010 – have been an attempt to 
reduce the distance the ball goes. In 
studying this cyclical mantra over the 
years, it seems it has been taken up as a 
rite of passage into the halls of the USGA 
Executive Committee. It might be more 
useful to try to determine whether or not a 
problem truly exists … The solution, 
however, is not to solve the perceived 
problem but the perception.”

“It would be nice to report that the rules-
making is methodical, orderly, systematic. 
More often than not it’s haphazard 
politically driven, reactive, and dictated by 
the whims of the committeemen. Technical 
research is valuable, but it has a rough time 
competing with rumors, anecdotes, and 
gossip.”
p. 153

p. 145

“Even without the changing to an Optimum ODS, there 
will not be any further increases in distance of any 
significance. Certainly, there’s nothing to be frightened 
of, so we can at last relax and use the best test lab in 
the world – the pro Tour – to assure us that distance 
has now reached a ceiling bounded only by the golfer’s 
ability to increase head speed (which is going to be as 
difficult as running the marathon in less than two 
hours).”
p. 146

From Sticks and Stones: 
The Evolution of Golf 
Equipment Rules  
Frank Thomas with Valerie Melvin
Frank Thomas was one of the world’s 
leading golf equipment experts and 
innovators. As chief design engineer at 
Shakespeare Sporting Goods, in 1969 he 
invented the graphite shaft. As 
Technical Director of the USGA from 
1974-2000, he issued thousands of 
rulings on equipment, and was 
instrumental in rewriting or modifying 
all the rules that govern the implements 
used in the game.

Copyright 2011 by Frankly Golf



USGA/R&A Distance Insights Project (DIP)
• Project begins with the 2015 Distance Report – goal is to monitor 

distance in the game and quantify its impact
• Formal Distance Insights Project initiated in 2018
• DIP Report and Conclusions issued in February 2020

USGA/R&A Key Findings:
• Continuing trend of increased hitting distance
• Continuing trend of increased golf course length
• Risk of courses becoming obsolete
• Imbalance between length and other skills
• Sustainability, cost and playing time are factors

USGA/R&A Action:
• Notice and Comment and Areas of Interest (AOI) issued in 

February 2021
• Further Areas of Interest issued in March 2022
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USGA/R&A DISTANCE INSIGHTS PROJECT
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USGA/R&A DISTANCE INSIGHTS PROJECT

Notice and Comment

• Model local rule to reduce driver shaft length 
from 48” to 46” – adopted

• Update golf ball ODS testing to use optimum 
launch conditions rather than actual launch 
condition – withdrawn

• Reduce club head CT testing tolerance from 18 
microseconds to six microseconds – withdrawn

USGA/R&A issued Notice and Comment and Areas of Interest 
on the following topics:

Areas of Interest

• Change the ODS test protocol to use optimum 
launch conditions and an increased club head 
speed – 125mph or above.

• A model local rule to be utilized for elite play 
where driver performance is reduced by 
lowering the current CT and MOI limits

• Both A0I’s represent performance “roll backs” 
for both balls and clubs and “bifurcation” for 
golf clubs, which would create significant 
market impacts. In order to develop, test and 
manufacture products under the revised 
protocols, manufacturers will be required to 
redesign and reduce product performance. That 
reduced product performance will result in 
reduced distance for all golfers – a “roll back”.



Acushnet Responses to DIP
• First submission 12/20/18 – detailed research and report
• Second submission 4/22/21 – critique of USGA/R&A’s February 2020 DIP report
• Third submission 8/2/21 – respond to three Notice and Comment requests
• Fourth submission 11/1/21 – respond to two Areas of Interest requests
• Fifth submission 9/1/22 – respond to two further Areas of Interest requests

Our review of USGA/R&A Research
• Research was conducted to support narrative of distance being detrimental to 

the game
• Data collected does not support conclusions reached
• Trends of increased driving distance have leveled for both recreational and elite 

players
• Trend of longer courses has reversed in favor of more forward tees
• No evidence of courses now obsolete or reduced challenge
• No evidence of a game out of balance – (i.e.: dominated by distance)
• No evidence that distance has created any concerns related to sustainability, 

cost and time to play

(See 9/1/22 submission for more detailed DIP information)
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USGA/R&A DISTANCE INSIGHTS PROJECT



Driving Distance has decreased 
for recreational golfers and 
leveled for elite players
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RECONCILING FACTS AND PERCEPTIONS

Average male driving distances measured in the R&A’s 
amateur driving distance studies.

Average male driving distances measured in the R&A’s 
amateur driving distance studies.

Ø All data presented by the USGA/R&A 
in the Distance Insight Report and the 
supporting documentation shows that 
distance is decreasing for the 
recreational player.

Ø Driving distance across all tours has 
been largely flat since 2002. On some 
tours there appears to be an uptick 
2017-2019. However, when those 
years are adjusted for rainfall, course 
composition, and other factors -
average distance actually decreased.
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RECONCILING FACTS AND PERCEPTIONS

Annual average playing lengths on the PGA TOUR (1920-2020).

Ø Playing lengths on the PGA Tour have 
clearly leveled over the past 15 years.

There do not appear to be any 
innovations on the horizon that would 
prompt those distances to increase.

Ø Playing lengths for the vast majority of 
recreational golfers have clearly been 
stable for several decades. 

Playing length of second longest tees: 1950s to 2010s
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RECONCILING FACTS AND PERCEPTIONS

Evolution of golf course length (longest tees) in the U.S. by decade.

Ø Likewise, the actual length of existing and 
new golf courses has moderated over the 
past two decades.

Ø In fact, the current trend is to add 
forward tees so that players have access 
to shorter course lengths more 
appropriate to their games. 

USA Golf Course playing length by decade – most forward tee



Distance and skill in balance
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Data made available by the PGA Tour

Ø The argument that distance is 
diminishing other skill aspects of the 
game is not supported by the data.

Ø Scoring averages have not been 
significantly impacted by increases in 
distance.

Ø Respondents in a survey conducted 
by the USGA/R&A show that 
stakeholders believe player skill and 
fitness contribute as much, if not 
more, to distance than equipment 
technology.

RECONCILING FACTS AND PERCEPTIONS

Attitudes to distance: contributing factors
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Sustainability, cost, pace of 
play “issues”

Ø Average maintained acreage (tees, 
fairways, bunkers and greens 
combined) has seen a steady 
decrease over the past several 
decades.

Ø Renovations are part of 
continuous 
improvement/maintenance 
process – not driven by distance.

Ø Pace of play – with courses 
shortening, not an issue.

RECONCILING FACTS AND PERCEPTIONS



Stakeholders don’t see a 
problem or a threat
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RECONCILING FACTS AND PERCEPTIONS

Is distance in golf a “problem” overall?

Is distance in golf a threat or an opportunity?

Ø In another survey conducted by the 
USGA/R&A, stakeholders did not see 
distance in golf to be either a 
problem or a threat to the game.

Ø Many stakeholders viewed distance 
to be fun – both to achieve 
personally and to watch at the 
professional level. 

Ø Stakeholders also described 
technology as essential to the game. 

Ø They further expressed a view that 
technology aids in engagement with 
and enjoyment of the game. 



Ø Titleist believes there has been no 
evidence to suggest that the game 
has been harmed or is being 
threatened.

Ø During every era in the game’s history, 
there are those who have resisted 
evolution and change, and those who 
embrace change as part of the 
game’s heritage.  

Ø Technology has always been integral 
to the game and has a demonstrated 
record of positive impact. 

• The evidence does not support that the 
game is harmed
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THE GAME AS WE SEE IT…WHERE IS THE HARM? 



Ø We do not believe that any 
equipment rollback is a solution, even 
if there was a problem requiring one. 
While some advocates think that this 
will impact the longest hitters, a 
rollback will more adversely impact 
shorter players.

Ø A 10% rollback will mean less to a 
player like Rory McIlroy it would for a 
player like Brendan Todd.

Ø In theory, Rory McIlroy’s driving 
distance average in 2020 would have 
gone from 322 yards to 290, 
compared with Brendan Todd’s going 
from 280 to 252.

Ø With heightened interest and 
participation, any rollback would only 
have a dampening affect.

• The evidence does not support that the 
game is harmed

• Rollback will more adversely impact shorter 
players
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EQUIPMENT ROLLBACK? 



Ø Playing by one set of rules, playing the same 
game, playing the same course and playing the 
same equipment are what make golf different. It 
is the essence of the game.

Ø Two sets of rules opens a Pandora’s Box with 
regards to the regulation of equipment at the 
local, state, sectional and national levels.  

Ø Golf is not so cleanly a professional game and 
an amateur game. Where does the distinction 
between professional and non-professional end 
at the U.S. national championships and Open 
Championships administered by the USGA and 
R&A? 

Ø Unification of the rules leading to the Statement 
of Principles has clearly benefited the game.

Ø Golf needs unity to capitalize on the recent 
surge in participation and interest, not the 
disruption inherent in bifurcation.

• The evidence does not support that the 
game is harmed

• Rollback will more adversely impact 
shorter players

• Bifurcation is NOT in the game’s best 
interest
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BIFURCATION? 



• The evidence does not support that the game 
is harmed

• Rollback will more adversely impact shorter 
players

• Bifurcation is NOT in the game’s best interest

• Current regulations are sufficient … Physics 
prevail.
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THE GAME AS WE SEE IT … PHYSICS PREVAIL

Ø Both balls and clubs have been 
stringently regulated, particularly in 
the past two decades.

Ø And the S-Curve invention reality 
means that the rules in place 
regulating both golf balls and golf 
clubs are more than adequate to 
contain any significant increases in 
distance caused by technological 
influences.

Ø The line in the sand has already been 
drawn and the laws of physics have 
prevailed



Ø Technology has always been part of 
the game’s enduring traditions.

Ø The growth of the game has been a 
byproduct of the continuing and 
ever-present balance between 
Tradition and Technology.

Ø The growth of the game and the 
globalization of the game have been 
one and the same.

Ø And none of this would have been 
possible if not but for the inexorable 
march of the rules of the game 
towards Unification, receiving the 
support of all of those who love the 
game and care about the game’s go 
forward viability.

Tradition & Technology

Globalization of the game

Growth of Golf

Unification of the rules
35

TRADITION & TECHNOLOGY - PRESERVING THE BALANCE
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CONCLUSIONS

• The game is healthy; excitement is up; opportunities exist
• Appropriate guardrails in place to maintain balance of skill and 

technology
• The creation of more club head speed and therefore increased 

distance is a skill, like accuracy and shotmaking
• The data proves additional action is not necessary
• There is a unique opportunity to facilitate the growth of the 

game – the proposed actions will undercut that opportunity
• A shared "North Star" which is a healthy and sustainable game


